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7s start TH- 

THACKED ACDEHKT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THAIRMS AHIMRST THAIRM, tharm (belly) [n] 

THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 

THALLIC ACHILLT THALLIUM, metallic element [adj] 

THALLUS AHLLSTU plant body without true root, stem, or leaf [n -LLI, -ES] 

THALWEG AEGHLTW line defining lowest points along length of riverbed [n -S] 

THANAGE AAEGHNT land held by thane [n -S] 

THANKED ADEHKNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

THANKER AEHKNRT one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n -S] 

THATCHY ACHHTTY resembling thatch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THAWERS AEHRSTW THAWER, one that thaws (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [n] 

THAWING AGHINTW melting of frozen substance [n -S] / THAW, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

THEATER AEEHRTT building for dramatic presentations [n -S] 

THEATRE AEEHRTT theater (building for dramatic presentations) [n -S] 

THECATE ACEEHTT THECA, protective anatomical covering [adj] 

THEELIN EEHILNT estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THEELOL EEHLLOT estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THEGNLY EGHLNTY THEGN, thane (man holding land by military service in Anglo-Saxon England) [adj] 

THEINES EEHINST THEINE, caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n] 

THEISMS EHIMSST THEISM, belief in existence of god [n] 

THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

THEMING EGHIMNT THEME, to plan something according to central subject [v] 

THENAGE AEEGHNT thanage (land held by thane) [n -S] 

THENARS AEHNRST THENAR, palm of hand [n] 

THEOLOG EGHLOOT student of theology [n -S] 

THEORBO BEHOORT stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

THEOREM EEHMORT proposition that is demonstrably true or is assumed to be so [n -S] 

THERAPY AEHPRTY treatment of illness or disability [n -PIES] 

THEREAT AEEHRTT at that place or time [adv] 

THEREBY BEEHRTY by that means [adv] 

THEREIN EEHINRT in that place [adv] 

THEREOF EEFHORT of that [adv] 

THEREON EEHNORT on that [adv] 

THERETO EEHORTT to that [adv] 

THERIAC ACEHIRT molasses (thick syrup) [n -S] 

THERIAN AEHINRT any of subclass of mammals [n -S] 

THERMAE AEEHMRT hot springs [n THERMAE] 

THERMAL AEHLMRT rising mass of warm air [n -S] 

THERMEL EEHLMRT device for temperature measurement [n -S] 

THERMES EEHMRST THERME, therm (unit of quantity of heat) [n] 

THERMIC CEHIMRT pertaining to heat [adj] 

THERMIT EHIMRTT trademark [n -S] 

THERMOS EHMORST container used to keep liquids either hot or cold [n -ES] 

THEROID DEHIORT resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n]  
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THEURGY EGHRTUY divine intervention in human affairs [n -GIES] 

THEWIER EEHIRTW THEWY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

THIAMIN AHIIMNT thiamine (B vitamin) [n -S] 

THIAZIN AHIINTZ thiazine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

THIAZOL AHILOTZ thiazole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

THICKEN CEHIKNT to make thick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THICKER CEHIKRT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKET CEHIKTT dense growth of shrubs or small trees [n -S] 

THICKLY CHIKLTY in thick (having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite) manner [adv] 

THIEVED DEEHITV THIEVE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

THIEVES EEHISTV THIEF, one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n] / THIEVE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

THIGHED DEGHHIT THIGH, part of leg [adj] 

THIMBLE BEHILMT cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n -S] 

THINKER EHIKNRT one that thinks (to formulate in mind) [n -S] 

THINNED DEHINNT THIN, to make thin [v] 

THINNER EHINNRT THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] / one that thins (to make thin) [n -S] 

THIOLIC CHIILOT THIOL, sulfur compound [adj] 

THIONIC CHIINOT pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

THIONIN HIINNOT violet dye [n -S] 

THIONYL HILNOTY sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

THIRAMS AHIMRST THIRAM, chemical compound [n] 

THIRDLY DHILRTY in third place [adv] 

THIRLED DEHILRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

THIRSTS HIRSSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTY HIRSTTY feeling desire or need to drink [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THISTLE EHILSTT prickly plant [n -S] 

THISTLY HILSTTY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

THITHER EHHIRTT in that direction [adv] 

THOLING GHILNOT THOLE, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [v] 

THONGED DEGHNOT THONG, to flog with whip [v] 

THORIAS AHIORST THORIA, oxide of thorium [n] 

THORITE EHIORTT thorium ore [n -S] 

THORIUM HIMORTU metallic element [n -S] 

THORNED DEHNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

THORONS HNOORST THORON, radioactive isotope of radon [n] 

THORPES EHOPRST THORPE, thorp (small village) [n] 

THOUGHT GHHOTTU product of thinking [n -S] / THINK, to formulate in mind [v] 

THOUING GHINOTU THOU, to address as “thou” (2d person sing. pronoun in nominative case) [v] 

THRALLS AHLLRST THRALL, to enslave (to make slave of) [v] 

THRASHY AHHRSTY characteristic of style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THRAVES AEHRSTV THRAVE, unit of measure for grain [n] 

THRAWED ADEHRTW THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

THREADS ADEHRST THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THREADY ADEHRTY resembling thread [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

THREAPS AEHPRST THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

THREATS AEHRSTT THREAT, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 
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THREEPS EEHPRST THREEP, to threap (to dispute (to argue about)) [v] 

THRIFTS FHIRSTT THRIFT, care and wisdom in management of one's resources [n] 

THRIFTY FHIRTTY displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THRILLS HILLRST THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THRIVED DEHIRTV THRIVE, to grow vigorously [v] 

THRIVEN EHINRTV THRIVE, to grow vigorously [v] 

THRIVER EHIRRTV one that thrives (to grow vigorously) [n -S] 

THRIVES EHIRSTV THRIVE, to grow vigorously [v] 

THROATS AHORSTT THROAT, to utter in hoarse voice [v] 

THROATY AHORTTY hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THRONED DEHNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

THRONES EHNORST THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

THRONGS GHNORST THRONG, to crowd into [v] 

THROUGH GHHORTU by way of [prep] 

THROWER EHORRTW one that throws (to propel through air with movement of arm) [n -S] 

THRUMMY HMMRTUY shaggy (covered with long, coarse hair) [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

THRUPUT HPRTTUU amount of raw material processed within given time [n -S] 

THRUSTS HRSSTTU THRUST, to push forcibly [v] 

THRUWAY AHRTUWY express highway [n -S] 

THUDDED DDDEHTU THUD, to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUGGEE EEGGHTU thuggery in India [n -S] 

THULIAS AHILSTU THULIA, oxide of thulium [n] 

THULIUM HILMTUU metallic element [n -S] 

THUMBED BDEHMTU THUMB, to leaf through with thumb (short, thick digit of human hand) [v] 

THUMPED DEHMPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUMPER EHMPRTU one that thumps (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [n -S] 

THUNDER DEHNRTU to produce loud, resounding sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THUNKED DEHKNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

THWACKS ACHKSTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v] 

THWARTS AHRSTTW THWART, to prevent accomplishment of [v] 

THYMIER EHIMRTY THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

THYMINE EHIMNTY chemical compound [n -S] 

THYMOLS HLMOSTY THYMOL, chemical compound [n] 

THYMOMA AHMMOTY tumor arising from thymus tissue [n -S, -TA] 

THYROID DHIORTY endocrine gland [n -S] 

THYRSES EHRSSTY THYRSE, thyrsus (type of flower cluster) [n] 

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -SI]  

THYSELF EFHLSTY yourself (form of 2d person pronoun) [pron] 

 

7s contain -TH- 

ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E] 

AETHERS AEEHRST AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [n] 

AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

ALTHEAS AAEHLST ALTHEA, flowering plant [n] 

ALTHORN AHLNORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 
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ANETHOL AEHLNOT anethole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ANOTHER AEHNORT one more [adj] 

ANTHEMS AEHMNST ANTHEM, to praise in song [v] 

ANTHERS AEHNRST ANTHER, pollen-bearing part of stamen [n] 

ANTHILL AHILLNT mound formed by ants in building their nest [n -S] 

ANTHOID ADHINOT resembling flower [adj] 

ANTHRAX AAHNRTX infectious disease [n -ACES, -ES] 

ANTHROS AHNORST ANTHRO, anthropology [n] 

APHTHAE AAEHHPT APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [n] 

APOTHEM AEHMOPT perpendicular from center to any side of regular polygon [n -S] 

ASTHENY AEHNSTY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

ASTHMAS AAHMSST ASTHMA, respiratory disease [n] 

ATHEISM AEHIMST belief that there is no God [n -S] 

ATHEIST AEHISTT believer in atheism [n -S] 

ATHIRST AHIRSTT having strong desire [adj] 

ATHLETE AEEHLTT one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [n -S] 

ATHODYD ADDHOTY type of jet engine [n -S] 

ATHWART AAHRTTW from side to side [adv] 

AUTHORS AHORSTU AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 

BATHERS ABEHRST BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n] 

BATHING ABGHINT act of one that bathes [n -S] / BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [v] 

BATHMAT AABHMTT mat used in bathroom [n -S] 

BATHTUB ABBHTTU tub in which to bathe [n -S] 

BATHYAL AABHLTY pertaining to deep water [adj] 

BENTHAL ABEHLNT benthic (pertaining to oceanic depths) [adj] 

BENTHIC BCEHINT pertaining to oceanic depths [adj] 

BENTHON BEHNNOT organisms living in benthos [n -S] 

BENTHOS BEHNOST bottom of sea [n -ES] 

BERTHAS ABEHRST BERTHA, wide collar [n] 

BERTHED BDEEHRT BERTH, to provide with mooring [v] 

BETHANK ABEHKNT to thank (to express gratitude to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHELS BEEHLST BETHEL, holy place [n] 

BETHINK BEHIKNT to consider (to think about) [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BETHORN BEHNORT to fill with thorns [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHUMP BEHMPTU to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIRTHED BDEHIRT BIRTH, to originate [v] 

BLATHER ABEHLRT to talk foolishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLETHER BEEHLRT to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLITHER BEHILRT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] / to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOTHERS BEHORST BOTHER, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

BOTHIES BEHIOST BOTHIE, bothy (hut in Scotland) [n] / BOTHY, hut in Scotland [n] 

BREATHE ABEEHRT to inhale and exhale air [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BREATHS ABEHRST BREATH, air inhaled and exhaled [n] 

BREATHY ABEHRTY marked by loud breathing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BROTHEL BEHLORT house of prostitution [n -S] 

BROTHER BEHORRT male sibling [n BRETHREN, -S] / to treat like brother [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BURTHEN BEHNRTU to burden (to load heavily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BYPATHS ABHPSTY BYPATH, indirect road [n] 

CANTHAL AACHLNT CANTHUS, corner of eye [adj] 

CANTHIC ACCHINT CANTHUS, corner of eye [adj] 

CANTHUS ACHNSTU corner of eye [n -HI] 

CATHEAD AACDEHT beam projecting from ship's bow [n -S] 

CATHECT ACCEHTT to invest with psychic energy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATHODE ACDEHOT negatively charged electrode [n -S]  

CITHARA AACHIRT ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

CITHERN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CITHERS CEHIRST CITHER, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITHREN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CLOTHED CDEHLOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTHES CEHLOST CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

COOLTHS CHLOOST COOLTH, coolness (state of being cool (moderately cold)) [n] 

COTHURN CHNORTU buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n -S] 

COUTHER CEHORTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

COUTHIE CEHIOTU friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

DALETHS ADEHLST DALETH, Hebrew letter [n] 

DEARTHS ADEHRST DEARTH, scarcity (quality of being scarce (infrequently seen or found)) [n] 

DEATHLY ADEHLTY resembling or suggestive of death [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DIETHER DEEHIRT chemical compound [n -S] 

DITHERS DEHIRST DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

DITHERY DEHIRTY nervously excited [adj] 

DITHIOL DHIILOT containing two chemical groups both of which include sulfur and hydrogen [adj] 

DROUTHS DHORSTU DROUTH, drought (dry period) [n] 

DROUTHY DHORTUY droughty (dry (having no moisture)) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

DRUTHER DEHRRTU one's preference [n -S] 

EARTHED ADEEHRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHEN AEEHNRT made of earth [adj] 

EARTHLY AEHLRTY worldly (pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

EIGHTHS EGHHIST EIGHTH, one of eight equal parts [n] 

EMPATHY AEHMPTY imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [n -HIES] 

ENTHRAL AEHLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ENTHUSE EEHNSTU to show enthusiasm [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EPITHET EEHIPTT term used to characterize person or thing [n -S] 

ERETHIC CEEHIRT ERETHISM, abnormal irritability [adj] 

ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

ETHANAL AAEHLNT volatile liquid compound [n -S] 

ETHANES AEEHNST ETHANE, gaseous hydrocarbon [n] 

ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

ETHERIC CEEHIRT ETHER, volatile liquid used as anesthetic [adj] 

ETHICAL ACEHILT drug sold by prescription only [n -S] 
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ETHINYL EHILNTY ethynyl (univalent chemical radical) [n -S] 

ETHIONS EHINOST ETHION, pesticide [n] 

ETHMOID DEHIMOT bone of nasal cavity [n -S] 

ETHNICS CEHINST ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [n] 

ETHOSES EEHOSST ETHOS, fundamental character of culture [n] 

ETHOXYL EHLOTXY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

ETHYLIC CEHILTY pertaining to ethyl (univalent chemical radical) [adj] 

ETHYNES EEHNSTY ETHYNE, flammable gas [n] 

ETHYNYL EHLNTYY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

FAITHED ADEFHIT FAITH, to believe or trust [v] 

FARTHER AEFHRRT FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FATHEAD AADEFHT dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

FATHERS AEFHRST FATHER, to cause to exist [v] 

FATHOMS AFHMOST FATHOM, to understand (to grasp mentally) [v] 

FEATHER AEEFHRT to cover with feathers (horny structures that form principal covering of birds) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv] 

FOURTHS FHORSTU FOURTH, one of four equal parts [n] 

FROTHED DEFHORT FROTH, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

FROTHER EFHORRT one that froths (to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass))) [n -S] 

FURTHER EFHRRTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] / to help forward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FUTHARC ACFHRTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORC CFHORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

GATHERS AEGHRST GATHER, to bring together into one place or group [v] 

GIRTHED DEGHIRT GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

GNATHAL AAGHLNT gnathic (of or pertaining to jaw) [adj] 

GNATHIC ACGHINT of or pertaining to jaw [adj] 

GOTHICS CGHIOST GOTHIC, style of printing [n] 

GOTHITE EGHIOTT goethite (ore of iron) [n -S] 

GROWTHS GHORSTW GROWTH, development [n] 

GROWTHY GHORTWY fast-growing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HADITHS ADHHIST HADITH, record of sayings of Muhammed [n] 

HEALTHS AEHHLST HEALTH, physical condition of organism [n] 

HEALTHY AEHHLTY having good health [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HEARTHS AEHHRST HEARTH, floor of fireplace [n] 

HEATHEN AEEHHNT uncivilized person [n -S] 

HEATHER AEEHHRT evergreen shrub [n -S] 

HIGHTHS GHHHIST HIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HOTHEAD ADEHHOT quick-tempered person [n -S] 

INTHRAL AHILNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

KATHODE ADEHKOT cathode (negatively charged electrode) [n -S] 

KATHUMP AHKMPTU loud thudding sound [n -S] 

KITHARA AAHIKRT cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n -S] 
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KITHING GHIIKNT KITHE, to make known [v] 

KYTHING GHIKNTY KYTHE, to kithe (to make known) [v] 

LAITHLY AHILLTY LAITH, loath (unwilling (not willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind))) [adv] 

LATHERS AEHLRST LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATHERY AEHLRTY covered with lather [adj] 

LATHIER AEHILRT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

LATHING AGHILNT work made of or using laths [n -S] / LATH, to cover with laths (thin strips of wood) [v] / LATHE, to cut or shape on type of machine [v] 

LEATHER AEEHLRT to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LENGTHS EGHLNST LENGTH, longer or longest dimension of object [n] 

LENGTHY EGHLNTY very long [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

LETHALS AEHLLST LETHAL, death-causing genetic defect [n] 

LETHEAN AEEHLNT LETHE, forgetfulness (quality of being forgetful) [adj] 

LITHELY EHILLTY LITHE, bending easily [adv] 

LITHEST EHILSTT LITHE, bending easily [adj] 

LITHIAS AHIILST LITHIA, oxide of lithium [n] 

LITHIFY FHIILTY to petrify (to convert into stone) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LITHIUM HIILMTU metallic element [n -S] 

LITHOED DEHILOT LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOES EHILOST LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOID DHIILOT resembling stone [adj] 

LITHOPS HILOPST succulent African plant [n LITHOPS] 

LOATHED ADEHLOT LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LOATHER AEHLORT one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n -S] 

LOATHES AEHLOST LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LOATHLY AHLLOTY repulsive [adj] 

LUTHERN EHLNRTU type of window [n -S] 

LUTHIER EHILRTU one who makes stringed instruments [n -S] 

LYTHRUM HLMRTUY flowering plant [n -S] 

MALTHAS AAHLMST MALTHA, natural tar [n] 

MENTHOL EHLMNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S] 

METHODS DEHMOST METHOD, means of procedure [n] 

METHOXY EHMOTXY containing certain chemical group [adj] 

METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n] 

MITHERS EHIMRST MITHER, mother [n] 

MONTHLY HLMNOTY publication issued once month [n -LIES] 

MOTHERS EHMORST MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

MOTHERY EHMORTY slimy (resembling slime) [adj] 

MOTHIER EHIMORT MOTHY, full of moths [adj] 

MOUTHED DEHMOTU MOUTH, to put into mouth [v] 

MOUTHER EHMORTU speaker (one that speaks (to utter words)) [n -S] 

MURTHER EHMRRTU to murder (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MYTHIER EHIMRTY MYTHY, resembling myth (type of traditional story) [adj] 

NAPHTHA AAHHNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

NARTHEX AEHNRTX vestibule in church [n -ES] 

NEITHER EEHINRT not one or other [adj] 
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NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv] 

NORTHER EHNORRT wind or storm from north [n -S] 

NOTHING GHINNOT absence of all quantity or magnitude [n -S] 

OOLITHS HILOOST OOLITH, oolite (variety of limestone) [n] 

OOTHECA ACEHOOT egg case of certain insects [n -E] 

OTHERED DEEHORT OTHER, to ostracize [v]  

OUTHAUL AHLOTUU rope for extending sail along spar [n -S] 

OUTHEAR AEHORTU to surpass in hearing [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OUTHITS HIOSTTU OUTHIT, to get more hits than [v] 

OUTHOWL HLOOTUW to surpass in howling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUNT HNOTTUU to surpass in hunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANTHER AEHNPRT leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n -S] 

PARATHA AAAHPRT piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n -S] 

PATHWAY AAHPTWY path (trodden way or track) [n -S] 

PITHEAD ADEHIPT mine entrance [n -S] 

PITHIER EHIIPRT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PITHILY HIILPTY PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adv] 

PITHING GHIINPT PITH, to sever spinal cord of [v] 

PLINTHS HILNPST PLINTH, stone or slab upon which column or pedestal rests [n] 

POTHEAD ADEHOPT one who smokes marijuana [n -S] 

POTHEEN EEHNOPT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTHERB BEHOPRT any herb used as food or seasoning [n -S] 

POTHERS EHOPRST POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

POTHOLE EHLOOPT deep hole in road [n -S]  

POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S] 

PRITHEE EEHIPRT used to express wish or request [interj] 

PRYTHEE EEHPRTY prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj] 

PYTHONS HNOPSTY PYTHON, large snake [n] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

RETHINK EHIKNRT to think again [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

RHYTHMS HHMRSTY RHYTHM, movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RUTHFUL FHLRTUU full of compassion [adj] 

SCATHED ACDEHST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

SCATHES ACEHSST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

SCOUTHS CHOSSTU SCOUTH, plenty (sufficient or abundant amount) [n] 

SCYTHED CDEHSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SCYTHES CEHSSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEETHES EEEHSST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SHEATHE AEEHHST to put into protective case [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SHEATHS AEHHSST SHEATH, to sheathe (to put into protective case) [v] 

SITHENS EHINSST since (from then until now) [adv] 

SIXTHLY HILSTXY in sixth place [adv] 

SLATHER AEHLRST to spread thickly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEUTHS EHLSSTU SLEUTH, to act as detective [v] 

SLITHER EHILRST to slide from side to side [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SMOOTHE EHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SMOOTHS HMOOSST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] 

SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES] 

SMOTHER EHMORST to prevent from breathing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNATHES AEHNSST SNATHE, snath (handle of scythe) [n] 

SOOTHED DEHOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOOTHER EHOORST SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] / one that soothes (to restore to quiet or normal state) [n -S] 

SOOTHES EHOOSST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOOTHLY HLOOSTY in truth [adv] 

SOUTHED DEHOSTU SOUTH, to move toward south (cardinal point of compass) [v] 

SOUTHER EHORSTU wind or storm from south [n -S] 

SPATHAL AAHLPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPATHED ADEHPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPATHES AEHPSST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [n] 

SPATHIC ACHIPST sparry (resembling spar (lustrous mineral)) [adj] 

SPILTHS HILPSST SPILTH, spillage (something that is spilled) [n] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

STRATHS AHRSSTT STRATH, wide river valley [n] 

SWARTHS AHRSSTW SWARTH, turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [n] 

SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SWATHED ADEHSTW SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

SWATHER AEHRSTW one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n -S] 

SWATHES AEHSSTW SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

SWITHER EHIRSTW to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWITHLY HILSTWY swith (quickly (in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner)) [adv] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEETHER EEEHRTT object for baby to bite on during teething [n -S] 

TEETHES EEEHSTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TENTHLY EHLNTTY in tenth place [adv] 

TETHERS EEHRSTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

TIMOTHY HIMOTTY European grass [n -HIES] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tithes (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S] / TITHE, to pay tithe (small tax) [v] 

TOOTHED DEHOOTT TOOTH, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

TROTHED DEHORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

TRUTHER EHRRTTU type of conspiracy theorist [n -S]  

TYTHING GHINTTY TYTHE, to tithe (to pay tithe (small tax)) [v] 

UNTHAWS AHNSTUW UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNTHINK HIKNNTU to dismiss from mind [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UPTHROW HOPRTUW to throw upward [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

URETHAN AEHNRTU urethane [n -S] 

URETHRA AEHRRTU duct through which urine is discharged from bladder [n -E, -S] 
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WARMTHS AHMRSTW WARMTH, warmness (state of being warm (moderately hot)) [n] 

WARTHOG AGHORTW African wild hog [n -S] 

WEALTHS AEHLSTW WEALTH, great quantity of valuable material [n] 

WEALTHY AEHLTWY having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

WEATHER AEEHRTW to expose to atmospheric conditions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WETHERS EEHRSTW WETHER, gelded male sheep [n] 

WHETHER EEHHRTW if it be case that [conj] 

WHITHER EHHIRTW to what place [adv] 

WITHERS EHIRSTW WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v] 

WITHIER EHIIRTW WITHY, flexible and tough [adj] 

WITHIES EHIISTW WITHY, flexible twig [n] 

WITHING GHIINTW WITHE, to bind with flexible twigs [v] 

WITHINS HIINSTW WITHIN, interior place or area [n] 

WITHOUT HIOTTUW exterior place or area [n -S] 

WORTHED DEHORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

WRAITHS AHIRSTW WRAITH, ghost [n] 

WRATHED ADEHRTW WRATH, to make wrathful [v] 

WREATHE AEEHRTW to shape into wreath [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

WREATHS AEHRSTW WREATH, band of flowers [n] 

WREATHY AEHRTWY WREATH, band of flowers [adj] 

WRITHED DEHIRTW WRITHE, to squirm or twist in pain [v] 

WRITHEN EHINRTW twisted [adj] 

WRITHER EHIRRTW one that writhes (to squirm or twist in pain) [n -S] 

WRITHES EHIRSTW WRITHE, to squirm or twist in pain [v] 

WUTHERS EHRSTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v] 

XANTHAN AAHNNTX gum produced by bacterial fermentation [n -S] 

XANTHIC ACHINTX tending to have yellow color [adj] 

XANTHIN AHINNTX yellow pigment [n -S] 

YOUTHEN EHNOTUY to make youthful [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ZENITHS EHINSTZ ZENITH, highest point [n] 

ZIBETHS BEHISTZ ZIBETH, zibet (Asian civet) [n] 

ZITHERN EHINRTZ zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

ZITHERS EHIRSTZ ZITHER, stringed instrument [n] 

 

7s end -TH 

ABSINTH ABHINST absinthe (bitter liqueur) [n -S] 

AGOROTH AGHOORT AGORA, marketplace in ancient Greece [n] 

ALIYOTH AHILOTY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

AZIMUTH AHIMTUZ angle of horizontal deviation [n -S] 

BENEATH ABEEHNT under (in lower position than) [prep] 

BETROTH BEHORTT to engage to marry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BISMUTH BHIMSTU metallic element [n -S] 

BREADTH ABDEHRT width (extent from side to side) [n -S] 

CHALOTH ACHHLOT CHALAH, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

DOZENTH DEHNOTZ twelfth (number twelve in series) [n -S] 

GOLIATH AGHILOT person considered to be giant [n -S] 
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GREENTH EEGHNRT verdure (green vegetation) [n -S] 

HALLOTH AHHLLOT HALLAH, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

HEIGHTH EGHHHIT height (highest point) [n -S] 

INEARTH AEHINRT to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOBATH ABHIOST line on map connecting points of equal water depth [n -S] 

JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

MAMMOTH AHMMMOT extinct elephant [n -S] 

MATZOTH AHMOTTZ MATZO, unleavened bread [n] 

MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

OTOLITH HILOOTT hard mass that forms in inner ear [n -S] 

OUTWITH HIOTTUW beyond limits of [prep] 

PRUTOTH HOPRTTU PRUTAH, former monetary unit of Israel [n] 

REBIRTH BEHIRRT new or second birth [n -S] 

SABBATH AABBHST sabbat (assembly of demons and witches) [n -S] 

SEVENTH EEHNSTV one of seven equal parts [n -S] 

STEALTH AEHLSTT stealthy procedure [n -S] 

SUCCOTH CCHOSTU SUCCAH, sukkah (temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival) [n] 

SUKKOTH HKKOSTU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SUNBATH ABHNSTU exposure to sunlight [n -S] 

TALLITH AHILLTT Jewish prayer shawl [n TALEYSIM, TALLAISIM, -ES, -IM, -S, -OTH] 

TOWPATH AHOPTTW path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n -S] 

TRILITH HIILRTT prehistoric structure of three large stones [n -S] 

TURBETH BEHRTTU turpeth (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 

TURBITH BHIRTTU turpeth (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 

TURPETH EHPRTTU medicinal plant root [n -S] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

UNCOUTH CHNOTUU not couth (sophisticated) [adj] 

UNEARTH AEHNRTU to dig up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFAITH AFHINTU lack of faith [n -S] 

UNTRUTH HNRTTUU something that is untrue [n -S] 

UROLITH HILORTU concretion in urinary tract [n -S] 

VERMUTH EHMRTUV vermouth (liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n -S] 

WARPATH AAHPRTW route taken by attacking Native Americans [n -S] 

 


